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LOGOFOLIO
Creating, experimenting, share and growing in the heart of Amsterdam

#Logofolio

International

Logos Created
These are some of the logos I’ve
created for different organizations. Most of them are made to
Upwork organizations.
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Argentina - Upwork

Logo for JXT
This organization wanted to
create a logo that combines
several letters (JXT) in a creative
manner, into one simple logo
that combines all letters.
What I did ﬁrstly was to create
several versions of J, X and T,
and understand the different
modalities. In the end the client
got about 20 different logos.

Final logos for
JXT
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Netherlands - Ilumy

Rabobank
Coöperatieve Rabobank U.A. is a
full-range ﬁnancial services
provider that operates on
cooperative principles. Its
origins lie in the local loan
cooperatives that were founded
in the Netherlands nearly 110
years ago by enterprising people
who had virtually no access to
the capital market.
This organization wanted to
create a section of their company that is specialized in Artiﬁcal
Intelligence and Data science,
and therefore, they asked Ilumy
and my collaboration to suggest

Rabobank, a Dutch multinational banking and financial
services company, wanted to
ensure they had the best
possible sales process to stay
competitive in a crowded
market.
several icons, several logos,
several visual identity ideas that
resonate with their brain and
introduce the topic for internal
discussion and generate better
understanding of the topic.
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The logo of
Rabobank.
(above)
Symbols and
future logos
that I created
for Rabobank
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Netherlands - Ilumy

Care4Corona
This organization wanted to
provide more information about
Corona to the Dutch citizens, and
so they suggested me to create
a new visual identity and also a
new logo. Which I created and
they are using in their website,
and also we have created their
webpage.

The logo
design, and
the webdesign
page
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Netherlands - Ilumy

Welkom
I’ve been doing my thesis in this
organization, and so they asked
my collaboration to work on this
project that consists into a more
realistic skype call which can
reunite many people, by simply
generating a call password. Well,
I needed to do the brand design
and also logo design, working
with my colleague.

welkom
welkom

welkom
welkom

welkom
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welkom
welkom
welkom
The logos I’ve
explored for
Welkom, and
the website
style
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MUCH OBLIGED
THANK YOU
MUITO OBRIGADO
LET’S CHANGE THE WORLD!
www.Caraglio.dev

goncalomelodemagalhaes@gmail.com

